2ND-5TH GRADES
Theme: BIBLE REVIEW GAME

Large Group Lesson:

It’s so great to see you all! Welcome back. I don’t know about you but it’s hard for me to remember
where we left off. Let’s review together! And who knows maybe we might even learn a thing or two
about the Bible. Has anyone ever seen Jeopardy? Or Wheel of Fortune? The Price is Right? Or another
game show? Well, I present to you Bible Trivia!
Here’s how we will play.
Leaders pass out plates labeled A,B,C, D to the children.
Okay, you see that bag of plates we gave each of you? When you know the answer, hold up the correct
plate to submit your choice! Ready?! Okay let’s watch this video and play Bible trivia!!!
Wow I don’t think I knew before how many books there are in the Bible! (Or any other fact learned)
What did you learn? (Allows moments for kid responses). You guys did great! Now we are going to
head into small group, and we’ll play some other games too!
Prayer: Dear God, Thank you for the Bible. Please let us learn more about you by reading

the Bible. We love you. Amen

Small Group
Activity: Bible Bingo
How was your first week of school? Did anyone not go back to school yet?
What did you learn in Bible trivia? Was there anything that surprised you?
Well we’re going to play one more game called Bible Bingo! Has anyone played bingo before?
Leader passes out individual Bingo Card baggies.
When I read a card that’s on your bingo chart, mark it! You can win vertically, up and down or horizontally side to side or diagonally through the middle! There are 4 ways to win!
Optional Activity: Add On
If there is still a lot of extra time people can play “add on.”
What you do is add on one dance move. It’s kind of a fun memory game. So the first person will do a
dance move, then the next person does the first persons dance move and adds another one! Then the
next person has to keep the order and does the first person and second persons move and adds their
own! The the next person does all the previous moves then adds their own! The game continues until
it “busts” at which point, a person forgets or misses a previous or all previous dance moves. The game
will pick back up with the person who loses. They will start the next round!
Wow those were some great moves! Thanks for dancing!

